**T3U SERIES**

The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, lecterns, and work spaces. Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. The T3U handles it gracefully and efficiently. The units offer a variety of connections using interchangeable mounting plates and connectors.

Available in a black, brass and nickel finishes.

**HuddleVU KITS**

FSR’s line of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century. FSR’s new HuddleVU Collaboration Kits take the work out of designing elaborate systems. With four different pre-packaged systems, integrators can choose the appropriate configuration for their customer’s needs with kits accommodating from two to four users. The kits consist of an AV interface, including a custom table box, a switcher and all required cables. The optional IPS and Cable Kit allows for easy cable management. HuddleVU Kits can be upgraded with optional retractors.

**WIRE MARSHALL CABLE MANAGEMENT**

Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!

**WIRE MARSHALL**

The TB-CHRG is a small format tilt top style table box along the same lines as the TB-AVAC, but also has a built in AC Duplex Receptacle with 2 integrated USB Charging ports as well. The TB-CHRG includes a 2-Outlet type C 2.0 charging port (3.8 Amp DC max).

**IPS under table**

Choose from a large variety of connectors that accommodate any application. Mixing the hardware from different vendors is no problem. Standard 12v AC cable and use your IPS Designer to customize your Table Box.

**TABLE BOX CONFIGURATOR**

Use our online drag and drop configurator tool to customize your Table Box.

**TABLE CONNECTIVITY**

Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure

**ACCESSORIES**

Our full line of connectivity solutions including Mounting Plates, Connectors and Cabling, Intelligent Plate Solutions (IPS) and Simple Solutions (SS) gives you a wide variety of interconnect solutions to satisfy any AV interface application and accessorize your table boxes.

**Wiring Star**
The WS-1 Wiring Star makes quick neat work of storing extra cable length under tables, behind desks, in podiums and credenzas.

**Wireless Charging**
Charges cell phones equipped with “Qi” wireless chargers. Use for fast wireless charging when attached to adapter to charge power supplies, will also charge at standard rates when used with standard power cords. Available in Black or White finishes.
The Harmony Collection of table boxes provide a powerful and affordable solution for any installation. The variable number of compartments can be configured to suit any facility and can accept both high and low voltage. ‘Add on’ options are also available

T3 SERIES

The Harmony Collection brings elegantly to the technology. This collection of table boxes features KAT outlets, USB charging ports and two voltage options. A streamlined design allows for large cable pulls while maintaining high aesthetics. The Symphony Collection is available in Clamp-On, Under-Table, In-Surface options and multiple color combinations.

Symphony Line Interconnect System

A streamline design allows for large cable AV connections while maintaining high aesthetics. The Symphony POPs breathe life into any workspace a technology-rich environment for your team.

Symphony POPs

Add color to your workspace with FSR’s new line of Symphony POPs Table Boxes. The Symphony POPs breathe life into spaces conditioning here with function. This elegantly designed housing is now available in Red, Yellow, Blue, Green or Black.

CT6 FLEX

Designed in our elegant CT6 tableboxes is the Flex control system. A powerful and yet affordable solution. Perfect for nearly every application. It features a 3.5” Color LCD touchscreen and has FSR’s Snap-In connection points.

CT6 / RT6 BRACKETS

Table boxes featuring AC outlets, USB charging ports and low voltage openings.

The T3 and CT6 Table Box Series are designed to accommodate a wide range of tables and lecterns.

UNITY COLLECTION

Revolutionizing the integration of AV, IT, and Power — all in the same box.

The Unity Collection of table boxes provide the ultimate connectivity and functionality designed to integrate the needs of AV, IT, and Power within the same box. The Unity Table boxes provide a powerful and affordable solution. Perfect for nearly every application. It features a 3.5” Color LCD touchscreen and has FSR’s Snap-In connection points.

Low Profile Retractor

FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, taking unnecessary cables where you need them. This cable can be quickly deployed by the user and extend up to four feet. A simple pull and release of the extended cable is stored in the reel. The retractors can also be mounted under a table or desk, or under the back of a Lectern. The cable is pulled or released from the Control Panel and stored on a cable reel. The retractors are designed to keep cables neat and can be easily deployed when needed.

CABLE RETRACTORS

Tangle-Free Cable Management is here at last!

The various internal brackets are available to be ordered with the CT6, CT6-2S, CT6-3S, CT6-4S, CT6-6S, CT6-DV2S, RT6, RT6 Floyd, CT6-IPS, or CT6-MJ Plus.

CABLE RETRACTORS

FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, taking unnecessary cables where you need them. This cable can be quickly deployed by the user and extend up to four feet. A simple pull and release of the extended cable is stored in the reel. The retractors can also be mounted under a table or desk, or under the back of a Lectern. The cable is pulled or released from the Control Panel and stored on a cable reel. The retractors are designed to keep cables neat and can be easily deployed when needed.

Low Profile Retractor

FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, taking unnecessary cables where you need them. This cable can be quickly deployed by the user and extend up to four feet. A simple pull and release of the extended cable is stored in the reel. The retractors can also be mounted under a table or desk, or under the back of a Lectern. The cable is pulled or released from the Control Panel and stored on a cable reel. The retractors are designed to keep cables neat and can be easily deployed when needed.

New 2 button, 2 LED models available.

3.5" Color LCD touchscreen and has FSR’s Snap-In connection points.

Ready and accepts the number of retractors shown in the circle.
The Symphony Collection brings elegance and technology together. This collection of table boxes features AC outlets, USB charging ports and two voltage switches. A streamlined design allows for large cable AV connections while maintaining high aesthetics. The Symphony Collection is available in Clamp-On, Under-Table, In-Table options and multiple color combinations.

Symphony Line Interconnect System
Symphony eliminates the need for power and data outlets on and under a single work surface area. The intricate power outlets are low voltage compatible and are wall mounted. The system provides repeaters of accessibility controlled with an attractive design. In large spaces used for work and learning, hardwired at the factory, the fiber table boxes are up to two Satellite units from the Main Line and AC power cord. Designed with scalability in mind, Symphony can be made to any workspace and integrated into any environment for your team.

For any installation. The versatile connector cavities are 100% configurable and allow for both high and low voltage. Whether you select a round or square cover, multiple color choices and options are available. Choose from square, rectangular or dual rectangular boxes. Available in black, silver, or white powder coated finish.

The T3 and CT6 Table Box Series are designed to accommodate a wide range of tables and lecterns. London, TN

The Harmony Collection of table boxes provide a powerful and affordable solution for any installation. The versatile connector cavities are 100% configurable and allow for both high and low voltages. Whether you select a round or square cover, the mounting is always a 6" diameter round hole. The Harmony Collection is available in black, white, or satin matte finish.

Solutions. Our Table Box insert brackets and Cable Retractors are available for our new CT6 Table Box Series.

Each bracket allows mounting of four IPS, six cables or can be used to block a section of the table box.

CABLE RETRACTORS
Tangle-Free Cable Management is here at last! FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, holding any length of cable when not in use. The cable can be quickly deployed by the user and extend up to four feet. Simple pull and release of the extended cable is wound back into the box. This makes it easy for any installation. Cable cord can be easily deployed by the user and extend up to four feet. Simple pull and release of the extended cable is wound back into the box. This makes it easy for any installation. All models are shipped with universal bracket. Each bracket allows mounting of four IPS, six cables or can be used to block a section of the table box.

Low Profile Retractor

FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, holding any length of cable when not in use. The cable can be quickly deployed by the user and extend up to four feet. Simple pull and release of the extended cable is wound back into the box. This makes it easy for any installation. Cable cord can be easily deployed by the user and extend up to four feet. Simple pull and release of the extended cable is wound back into the box. This makes it easy for any installation. All models are shipped with universal bracket. Each bracket allows mounting of four IPS, six cables or can be used to block a section of the table box.

UNITY COLLECTION
Revolutionizing the integration of AV, IT, and Power — all in the same box. The Unity Collection of table boxes provide the ultimate connectivity and flexibility. Designed with hot-draw back for ease of connectivity. FSR’s innovative cable management system keeps cords tidy and organized. FSR’s cable management system keeps cords tidy and organized. Available in black, white or white powder coated finish.

A full line of mount brackets and cables are available. The Unity brackets are designed to hold AC, USB chargers, Cable Pods, Cable Retractors, snap-in Keystone Connectors, and CT6’s full line of IPS (Intelligent Plate Solutions).

All models are shipped with universal bracket. Each bracket allows mounting of four IPS, six cables or can be used to block a section of the table box.
HARMONY COLLECTION

The Harmony Collection of table boxes provides a powerful and affordable solution for any installation. The variable connection cavities are 100% configurable and allow for turn trim and low voltage. Whether you select a round or square cover, the mounting is always a 6” diameter round hole. The Harmony Collection is available in black, white or anodized aluminum.

SYMPHONY COLLECTION

The Symphony Collection brings elegance to any technology. This collection of table boxes features AC outlets, USB charging ports and low voltage openings. A streamline design allows for large cable AV connections while maintaining high aesthetics. The Symphony Collection is available in Clamp-On, Under-Table, In-Table options and multiple color combinations.

Symphony Line Interconnect System

Symphony-STYLE table power and data boxes are made to order on a single work surface, the system provides ease of accessibility combined with a functional design. In properly designed work environments where we work and learn, and yet affordable solution. Perfect for nearly any installation, it features a 3.5" color LCD touchscreen and has IPS Snap-In connection points. Encased in our elegant CT6 tableboxes, is the Flex control system. A powerful and yet affordable solution. Ideal for nearly any installation. It features a 3.5” color LCD touchscreen and has IPS Snap-In connection points.

CT6 FLEX

Designed for an elegant CT6 Tablebox, the Flex control system. A powerful and yet affordable solution. Ideal for nearly any installation. It features a 3.5” color LCD touchscreen and has IPS Snap-In connection points.

CT6 / RT6 BRACKETS

The various internal brackets available are designed to contain AC, USB Chargers, Cable Pulls, Cable Retractors, Snap-In Keystone Connectors, and FSR’s line of IPS (Intelligent Plate Solutions). All models are shipped with universal brackets. Each bracket allows mounting of four IPS, six cables or can be used to block a section of the table box.

UNITY COLLECTION

Revolutionizing the integration of AV, IT, and Power — all in the same box. The Unity Collection of table boxes provide the ultimate convenience and functionality designed to look like the rest of your work environment, but with the added benefit of cable management features that create tidy spaces. Choose from IPS insert plates, rectangular, or round and square boxes. Available in black, white or white powder coated finishes.

CABLE RETRACTORS

Tangle-Free Cable Management is here at last! FSR’s cable retractors offer convenience as well as cable storage and protection, hiding unsightly cables when not in use. The cable can be safely deployed to the user and extend as far as feet. A simple pull releases the extended cables and they are safely retracted into the table box. For use in environments where a clean, unobstructed view of the tabletop is important, Cable Retractors can be attached to our Unity Table Boxes with our Unity Connectors. A Low Profile Retractor can be attached to our Unity Table Boxes with our Unity Connectors. A Low Profile Retractor can be attached to our Unity Table Boxes.
The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, lecterns, and workspaces. They are your solution, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer. The T3U handles it gracefully and efficiently. The units offer a variety of connections using interchangeable mounting plates and connectors.

Available in black, brass and nickel finishes.

Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!

FSR’s line of collaborative solutions is designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century.

FSR’s new HuddleVU Collaboration Kits take the work out of designing elaborate systems. With four different pre-packaged systems, integrators can choose the appropriate configuration for their customer’s needs with kits accommodating from two to four users. Each kit includes an FSR Harmony table box available in a choice of aluminum or black finishes, a switcher and all required cables finished with color coded end rings to designate proper cable to switching connections. Each kit includes cable ties for easy cable management.

HuddleVU KITS

WIRE MARSHALL CABLE MANAGEMENT

TILT-UP BOXES

T3U-09BS

A small format tilt top style box along the same lines as the TB-AVAC, technology and design by AC Designs Incorporate with 1 Integrated (LED) Status light as well. The 12 Volt 1Amp USB, 12V, 2Amp USB, or 12V 3Amp USB can be used for charging options or up to 8 (USB) devices or a variety of multiple phone arrangements.

The TB-IPS is a 9” tilt top style box that includes an easy custom configured for any job. The unit offers up to 8 (USB) devices or a variety of multiple plate arrangements.

600 mcintosh Collaborative Kit is the mix of charging station options, FSR’s Harmony table box configured to accommodate forward facing cable runners for your cables’ needs with 11-24” cable covers and 12 Volt 3Amp Status light included. Other accessory kits are available to suit a choice of aluminum or black finishes, a variety of other power and charging options.

Wiring Star

The WS-1 Wiring Star makes quick work of storing extra cable length under tables, behind desks, in podiums and credenzas. Designed for ease of installation, the WS-1 can also be used as a cable management solution for under table cable routing. Available in Black or White finishes.

 Rowling

A simple, economical and elegant way to route cables from the underside of the work surface to the floor. Built-in features easy installation and add aesthetically appealing appearance under any workspace.

TABLE BOX CONFIGURATOR

Use our online drag and drop configurator tool to customize your Table Boxes.

TABLE CONNECTIVITY

Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure

FSR Works For You
**The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference room solutions, and can work great together to plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer.**

**FSR works for you**

**T3U SERIES**

**The T3U series are small, elegant additions to your conference room solutions, and can work great together to plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer.**

**FSR works for you**

**TILT-UP BOXES**

**The T3U series** are small, elegant additions to your conference tables, lecterns, and work spaces. Plug in your laptop, power up your projector, plug in your microphone, or access a cable for your computer, the T3U handles it gracefully and efficiently. The units offer a variety of connections using interchangeable mounting plates and connectors.

**Available in a black, brass and nickel finishes.**

**Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!**

**T3-UPS**

**A small format tilt top style table box along the same lines as the TB-AVAC, this box is built in All Die Cast Construction with 1 Integrated 120V Duplex Receptacle.**

**Charging options at 12 Volts to make quick charge of tablets and other personal devices.**

**WIRE MARSHALL CABLE MANAGEMENT**

**Easy under table connectivity without cutting a hole in your table!**

**Wire Marshal**

**The Wire Marshal** is a tilt top style box that incorporates easy custom configured for any job. The user has the option for up to 3 single IPS insert plates or a variety of multiple plate arrangements.

**Hudelevu Kits**

**FSR’s line of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century.**

**FSR’s new HuddleVU Collaboration Kits take the work out of designing elaborate systems. With four different pre-packaged systems, integrators can choose the appropriate configuration for their customer’s needs with kits accommodating from two to four users.**

**Each kit comes complete with all the necessary hardware, including an FSR Harmony table box available in a choice of finishes, a switcher and all required cables finished with color-coded end-rings to designate proper cable to switching connections.**

**HuddleVU Kits can also be upgraded with optional retractors.**

**CAD Drawings of all FSR Table, Floor and Wall Boxes are all on our website.**

**Specifications are subject to change without notice.**

**ACCESSORIES**

**Our full line of connectivity solutions including Wiring Plates, Connectors and Cabling, Intelligent Plate Solutions (IPS) and Simple Solutions (SS) gives you a wide variety of configurable solutions to satisfy any AV interface application and accessorize your Table Boxes.**

**Wiring Star**

**The WS-1 Wiring Star makes quick neat work of storing extra cable length under tables, behind desks, in podiums and credenzas.**

**Wireless Charging**

**Charges cell phones equipped with “Qi” wireless chargers.**

**Use for fast wireless charging when attached to adaptive fast charge power supplies, will also charge at standard rates when used with standard power cords.**

**Available in Black or White finishes.**

**TABLE BOX CONFIGURATOR**

**Use our online drag and drop configurator tool to customize your Table Boxes.**

**TABLE CONNECTIVITY**

**Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure**

**FSR Works For You**

**TB-CHRG**

**A small format tilt top style box along the same lines as the TB-AVAC, this box is built in All Die Cast Construction with 1 Integrated 120V Duplex Receptacle.**

**Built-in features easy installation and add aesthetic appealing appearance under any workspace.**

**Wire Marshal**

**The Wire Marshal** is a tilt top style box that incorporates easy custom configured for any job. The user has the option for up to 3 single IPS insert plates or a variety of multiple plate arrangements.

**IPS under table**

**Choose from a large variety of connectors that accommodate any application. Withing the hardware connections are UL Listed for safety and standard.**

**FSR Designers to customize your Table Box!**

**DUAL DIGITAL KIT**

**CT6 Table Box + DV-HSW-21A 2 x 1 HDMI Switcher and Cable Kit**

**QUAD DIGITAL KIT**

**CT6 Table Box + DV-T6SS4K-41A 4 x 1 Presentation Scaling Switcher and cable kit**

**DUAL LEGACY KIT**

**CT6 Table Box + DV-MFSW-21A 2 x 1 HDMI Switcher and Cable Kit**

**QUAD UNIVERSAL KIT**

**CT6 Table Box + DV-HDSS-41-Tx 4 x 1 Scaling Switcher and Cable Kit**

**TB-IPS**

**A small format tilt top style box that incorporates easy custom configured for any job. The user has the option for up to 3 single IPS insert plates or a variety of multiple plate arrangements.**

**TABLES**

**FSR’s line of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century.**

**FSR’s new HuddleVU Collaboration Kits take the work out of designing elaborate systems. With four different pre-packaged systems, integrators can choose the appropriate configuration for their customer’s needs with kits accommodating from two to four users.**

**Each kit comes complete with all the necessary hardware, including an FSR Harmony table box available in a choice of finishes, a switcher and all required cables finished with color-coded end-rings to designate proper cable to switching connections.**

**HuddleVU Kits can also be upgraded with optional retractors.**

**CAD Drawings of all FSR Table, Floor and Wall Boxes are all on our website.**

**Specifications are subject to change without notice.**

**ACCESSORIES**

**Our full line of connectivity solutions including Wiring Plates, Connectors and Cabling, Intelligent Plate Solutions (IPS) and Simple Solutions (SS) gives you a wide variety of configurable solutions to satisfy any AV interface application and accessorize your Table Boxes.**

**Wiring Star**

**The WS-1 Wiring Star makes quick neat work of storing extra cable length under tables, behind desks, in podiums and credenzas.**

**Wireless Charging**

**Charges cell phones equipped with “Qi” wireless chargers.**

**Use for fast wireless charging when attached to adaptive fast charge power supplies, will also charge at standard rates when used with standard power cords.**

**Available in Black or White finishes.**

**TABLE BOX CONFIGURATOR**

**Use our online drag and drop configurator tool to customize your Table Boxes.**

**TABLE CONNECTIVITY**

**Bringing Elegant Cable Access To Your Infrastructure**

**FSR Works For You**

**TB-CHRG**

**A small format tilt top style box along the same lines as the TB-AVAC, this box is built in All Die Cast Construction with 1 Integrated 120V Duplex Receptacle.**

**Built-in features easy installation and add aesthetic appealing appearance under any workspace.**

**Wire Marshal**

**The Wire Marshal** is a tilt top style box that incorporates easy custom configured for any job. The user has the option for up to 3 single IPS insert plates or a variety of multiple plate arrangements.

**IPS under table**

**Choose from a large variety of connectors that accommodate any application. Withing the hardware connections are UL Listed for safety and standard.**

**FSR Designers to customize your Table Box!**

**DUAL DIGITAL KIT**

**CT6 Table Box + DV-HSW-21A 2 x 1 HDMI Switcher and Cable Kit**

**QUAD DIGITAL KIT**

**CT6 Table Box + DV-T6SS4K-41A 4 x 1 Presentation Scaling Switcher and cable kit**

**DUAL LEGACY KIT**

**CT6 Table Box + DV-MFSW-21A 2 x 1 HDMI Switcher and Cable Kit**

**QUAD UNIVERSAL KIT**

**CT6 Table Box + DV-HDSS-41-Tx 4 x 1 Scaling Switcher and Cable Kit**

**TB-IPS**

**A small format tilt top style box that incorporates easy custom configured for any job. The user has the option for up to 3 single IPS insert plates or a variety of multiple plate arrangements.**

**TABLES**

**FSR’s line of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century.**

**FSR’s new HuddleVU Collaboration Kits take the work out of designing elaborate systems. With four different pre-packaged systems, integrators can choose the appropriate configuration for their customer’s needs with kits accommodating from two to four users.**

**Each kit comes complete with all the necessary hardware, including an FSR Harmony table box available in a choice of finishes, a switcher and all required cables finished with color-coded end-rings to designate proper cable to switching connections.**

**HuddleVU Kits can also be upgraded with optional retractors.**

**CAD Drawings of all FSR Table, Floor and Wall Boxes are all on our website.**

**Specifications are subject to change without notice.**

**ACCESSORIES**

**Our full line of connectivity solutions including Wiring Plates, Connectors and Cabling, Intelligent Plate Solutions (IPS) and Simple Solutions (SS) gives you a wide variety of configurable solutions to satisfy any AV interface application and accessorize your Table Boxes.**

**Wiring Star**

**The WS-1 Wiring Star makes quick neat work of storing extra cable length under tables, behind desks, in podiums and credenzas.**

**Wireless Charging**

**Charges cell phones equipped with “Qi” wireless chargers.**

**Use for fast wireless charging when attached to adaptive fast charge power supplies, will also charge at standard rates when used with standard power cords.**

**Available in Black or White finishes.**